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An example of an A-Frame hydroponic system
Ricardoes Tomatoes & Strawberries - New South Wales, Australia.
A-FRAME TRELLIS
! e A-frame “trellis” design was the " rst commercially successful hydroponic 
system to exhibit a vertical orientation.  Varieties of this design consist of pipes 
con" gured either vertically or horizontally to form a triangular extrusion of its 
footprint, thus increasing the available growing surface without meaningfully 
reducing sunlight access.  ! e primary advantage of the A-frame design is 
its simplicity, as it achieves a high degree of space e#  ciency while utilizing 









Land productivity improvement:  
Fig 2.11
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TerraSphere’s indoor farm, Vancouver, British Columbia
STACKED BEDS
Much like the A-frame design, the “stacked beds” con! guration is extremely 
straightforward in concept and technology.  " e design is merely a stacking 
of the standard in-line pipe beds that continue to be the system of choice for 
commercial hydroponic farms.  Much like the rami! cation of stratifying # oors 
in a vertical farm, the design’s stacked con! guration doesn’t allow sunlight to 
penetrate each layer, making arti! cial lighting a necessity.  " e best commercial 
example of the stacked bed approach is the design used by TerraSphere Systems, 
which has implemented systems with ! ve tiers of growing surface within a 3 









Space ef! ciency of the stacked bed design
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Space ef! ciency of the stacked bed design


























Interior view of peas growing within a drum hydroponic system
Omega Garden - Qualicum Beach, British Columbia, Canada
STACKED DRUMS
! ough it is the least common commercial hydroponic system listed here, the 
drum design likely o" ers the most promise for the future of indoor agriculture.  
It consists of growing plants within the interior of a drum structure positioned 
around a central arti# cial light source, resulting in an extraordinarily low space 
and energy use per unit of production.  ! e # rst publicized example of this 
design emerged in the late 1970s from the Environmental Research Laboratory 
at the University of Arizona.  Today the most popular variant is produced by 
Omega Garden™ of Victoria, B.C., which features a mechanis  that rotates the 































Interior view of peas growing within a drum hydroponic system
Omega Garden - Qualicum Beach, British Columbia, Canada
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! e newest variant of vertical cultivation to emerge is the columnar design 
popularized by the English horticultural company Valcant.  ! eir design, 
VertiCropTM, consists of a series of stacked trays arranged in a staggered pattern 
to increase light penetration.  ! e “columns” are then cycled along a conveyor 
track to a central machine that delivers nutrient solution and removes the trays 
for harvesting.  ! e design boasts the highest space e"  ciency among the sun-
fed hydroponic systems available today, however, it is also the most limited in 
accommodating di# erent plant varieties.
Fig 2.20
Valcant Product’s VertiCropTM system in operation at the Paignton 






















Space ef! ciency of the columnar design
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Space ef! ciency of the columnar design




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































So," as" final" conclusion" for" this" part" of" the" analysis" and" based" in" the"
previous"articles"that"supports"the"choice"of"LED"that"the"author"of"the"present"




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Spain" 5.9" 56,258! 9,535"
United"States" 17.6" 56,258! 3,196"
India" 1.7" 56,258! 33,092"
Canada" 14.6" 56,258! 3,853"
!
!
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(6)"Is"it"feasible"to"replace"mass"produced"lettuce"with"locally"grown"lettuce"
utilizing"vertical"farm"methods?"Under"the"estimations"taken"in"this"thesis,"it"is"
feasible"to"feed"more"than"100,000"people"of"any"of"the"populations"chosen."The"
technology"to"do"so"exists"but"under"economic"considerations"it"is"not"clear"if"it"
would"be"feasible."The"numbers"shown"in"the"energy"consumption"are"very"large;"
to"know"if"it"is"really"feasible"to"replace"mass"produced"lettuce"with"vertical"
farms"it"is"necessary"to"apply"economic"factors"in"the"analysis,"but"it"is"out"of"the"
scope"of"this"study."The"author"of"the"present"thesis"proposes"in"the"
Recommendations"section"(5.3)"to"include"economic"factors"into"consideration"
for"a"more"precise"conclusion"and"detailed"results."
" As"a"final"reminder"of"this"section,"the"author"wanted"to"show"again"to"the"
reader"the"delimitations"or"weaknesses"of"this"research"that"have"lead"to"these"
conclusions:"
• This"research"did"not"focus"in"the"robotization"of"the"food"production"
process."
• The"author"did"not"intend"to"design"a"new"model"of"vertical"farm.""
• The"research"conducted"by"the"author"did"not"analyze"all"the"social"
implications"derived"from"building"a"vertical"farm."
• The"author"did"not"intend"to"study"the"feasibility"of"vertical"farming"as"a"
method"to"recover"brownfields."
• The"author"did"not"study"all"the"crops."This"thesis"is"focused"just"in"leafy"
greens,"specifically"lettuce."
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• The"author"did"not"include"in"the"study"the"costs"of"packaging"or"
ventilation."
• The"author"did"not"put"special"emphasis"in"the"distribution"chain"because"
it"is"assumed"zero"losses"in"distribution"and"delivery"of"the"product."
• The"author"has"not"analyzed"the"amount"of"sunlight"and"shade"positions"
made"by"the"buildings"of"the"cities"in"order"to"find"a"location"suitable"for"
the"vertical"farm."Some"of"the"criticism"to"vertical"farm"located"in"cities"is"
that"the"producers"will"not"be"able"to"use"natural"light"or"to"install"solar"
panels"in"order"to"produce"electricity"because"of"the"shading"of"the"other"
buildings."
• The"research"conducted"by"the"author"did"not"analyze"in"depth"how"
indoor"grown"lettuce"with"artificial"light"affects"its"nutritional"value."
• The"relative"demand"of"labor"and"costs"of"building"construction"and"land"
purchasing"are"out"of"the"scope"of"this"thesis,"although"the"author"is"going"
to"quickly"estimate"the"land"efficiency"of"the"vertical"farm"production."
• The"research"of"nutrient"requirement"is"out"of"the"scope"of"this"thesis."
• The"estimation"of"carbon"footprint"is"based"only"in"the"relative"demand"of"
electricity"from"the"artificial"lighting."
• The"values"used"are"an"average"for"the"different"varieties"of"lettuce."This"
can"cause"alterations"in"the"real"data"if"calculated"for"a"specific"variety"of"
lettuce."
• The"comparison"between"VF"and"conventional"farm"is"out"of"the"scope."
"
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• One"of"the"assumptions"is"also"a"delimitation,"considering"that"the"carbon"
footprint"of"the"10th"floor"is"zero"because"does"not"use"supplemental"
lighting"and"uses"the"sun."But"the"author"is"not"taking"in"consideration"the"
embodied"carbon"of"the"materials,"nutrients,"or"others"factors"involved."
"
5.2 Discussions"
The"author"did"not"consider"for"the"present"thesis"alternative"sources"of"
energy"to"run"the"facility,"such"as,"windmills,"or"photovoltaic"(PV"panels)."For"
example,"PV"panels"are"highly"dependent"in"the"availability"of"hours"of"sun"in"
certain"geographic"areas,"those"with"fewer"hours"of"sun"due"to"the"proximity"to"
the"poles"or"those"areas"with"tall"buildings"around,"which"will"compete"for"the"
sun"on"the"roofs"of"the"surrounding"shorter"buildings."An"anaerobic"digester"that"
could"use"the"wastes"from"the"vertical"farm"and"from"the"locality"would"provide"
energy"and"would"also"benefit"the"locality"to"reduce"wastes,"introducing"them"
into"the"cycle"again,"as"well"as"reducing"the"energy"consumption"of"the"facility."
The"author"did"not"focus"on"the"production"of"energy;"instead"the"thesis"focuses"
on"energy"consumption;"However,"for"future"research"the"production"of"energy"
should"be"considered,"as"well"as"other"measures"such"as"mirrors"as"a"source"to"
direct"sunlight"into"a"vertical"farm"greenhouse,"systems"of"ventilation"and"
security"for"the"facility,"and"architectural"concepts"to"design"the"facility"in"order"
to"reduce"the"energetic"losses"and"increase"the"input"of"sunlight"are"other"
considerations"out"of"the"scope"of"the"thesis.""
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Similarly,"the"author"did"not"consider"startdup"costs"or"economic"and"other"
community"benefits"of"having"a"local"source"of"employment"and"fresh"produce."
The"reason"of"leaving"these"considerations"out"of"this"research"is"simply"
lack"of"time"due"to"the"short"period"to"develop"the"thesis."
The"results"of"the"thesis,"although"they"are"thought"to"be"an"approximate"
estimation"done"with"real"data"from"research"and"professional"institutions,"have"
several"weaknesses"that"have"driven"the"author"to"these"conclusions.""A"major"
weakness"is"the"use"of"760"heads"of"lettuce/m2"of"production"and"assigns"it"to"
the"production"of"drums."The"author"had"neither"the"time"nor"the"access"to"
drums"for"experimentation"and"to"estimate"a"more"accurate"number"of"
production."This"is"something"that"the"author"considers"to"further"study"in"the"
Recommendations"(5.3)."
There"is"much"controversy"about"light"spectrum"needs"of"plants."Professor"
Albright"said"that"the"Licor"and"Apogee"PAR"sensors"have"a"builtdin"filter"that""
emphasizes"the"red"and"blue"ends"of"the"spectrum,"and"dedemphasizes""
the"wavelengths"in"between"(by"about"a"30%"reduction)."This"is"called""
the""yield"photon"flux"."They"do"not""consider"all"colors"of"light""
equally","as"the"author"of"this"thesis"stated."This"shape"of"filtering"is"based"on"
early"work"of"McKree"and"confirmed"by"Anada."Their"results"suggested"relatively"
more"effective"photosynthesis"at"the"red"and"blue"ends"of"the"PAR"band."
However,"their"work"was"done"at"extremely"low"light"intensities"and"for"single""
leaves"d"NOT"canopies."Thus,"the"author"does"not"believe"there"is"proof"that"
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emphasizing"blue"and"red"from"LEDs"has"been"proven"to"be"more"effective"for"
plant"lighting."Red"is"more"energydefficient"on"a"photon"basis,"but"it"is"not"for"
sure"that"blue"is"more"effective"for"photosynthesis"than"green,"for"example."Some"
blue"is"needed"for"morphological"reasons,"but"Professor"Albright"says"that"he"
does"not"know"of"proof"that"a"simple"85:15"red/blue"spectrum"is"less"desirable"
for"plant"growth"than"other"spectra"with"green/yellow/whatever"added."
The"author"agrees"that"the"conclusions"are"an"approximation"of"what"
would"show"the"real"consumption"of"water,"electricity"and"biomass"production."
However,"the"numbers"shown"in"the"analysis"and"conclusions"are"made"given"
the"assumptions,"limitations"and"delimitations"listed"in"Chapter"one"of"the"
present"thesis."The"author"has"found"that"the"primary"constraint"in"order"to"
build"vertical"farms"is"the"electric"consumption."This"is"consistent"with"the"
results"of"the"literature"review."Note"also"that"the"data"used"to"calculate"the"
emissions"is"data"averaged"over"the"entire"country.""
The"actual"costs"will"depend"on"how"reliant"the"local"utility"is"on"coal"for"
electricity"and"how"much"of"their"capacity"has"been"converted"to"natural"gas"as"
the"fuel"to"generate"electricity."
Professor"Albright,"who"has"been"cited"several"times"along"this"thesis,"did"
not"consider"either"the"cost"or"the"savings"of"water,"nor"the"environmental"
impacts"that"conventional"farming"is"doing"to"the"aquifer"ecosystem,"rivers,"lakes,"
and"oceans"as"well"as"all"the"problems"involved"with"erosion,"loss"of"fertile"soil"
and"runoff,"runoff"not"of"soil"but"also"of"pesticides"and"fertilizers"that"go"
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downstream,"plus"the"calculation"of"amount"of"water"used,"oil,"kWh"(units"of"
energy),"amount"of"soil"lost,"soil"used…etc."
To"exemplify"some"of"these"considerations"in"a"last"example,"“It"is"
estimated"that"2009"plant"disease"losses,"including"control"costs,"amounted"to"
approximately"$653.06"million."The"value"of"the"crops"used"in"this"estimate"was"
approximately"$5887.33"million,"resulting"in"an"11.09"total"percent"disease"loss"
across"all"crops”"WilliamsdWoodward,"Jean"L."(2009)"p.1."Clearly,"avoiding"a"
large"portion"of"these"necessary"costs"of"conventional"agriculture"would"be"
another"potential"economic"advantage"for"a"vertical"farm.""
The"effects"on"the"flavor"of"the"vertically"produced"vegetables"are"not"given"
based"on"actual"scientific"trials."Consequently,"the"author"considers"that"there"
are"reasons"to"be"skeptical"about"this"statement"“vertical"food"tastes"better”,"
because"these"commercial"vertical"farm"representatives"that"advocate"for"its"
product"are"trying"to"sell"it,"but"with"no"real"scientific"evidence."
Locations"of"customers"matter"only"if"they"come"to"the"greenhouse"to"pick"
up"their"purchases."But,"if"they"do,"this"adds"to"the"food"miles"for"total"food"
purchases,"unless"they"are"able"to"walk"to"the"facility."The"customers"are"not"
going"to"purchase"all"their"products"from"the"vertical"farm."This"means"that"
many"foods,"specially"fruits"(bananas,"apples,"cherries…etc.)"will"likely"still"be"
imported,"because"of"their"size"and"weight"would"make"it"difficult"and"
challenging"to"grow"trees"vertically"indoors."Also"most"of"the"fruit"trees"give"one"
crop"per"year,"so"it"won’t"matter"keeping"the"controlled"environment"functioning"
during"the"whole"year"because"it"would"consume"too"many"resources.""
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It"seems"more"efficient,"in"that"case,"for"the"products"that"can"be"grown"
vertically,"to"be"distributed"through"the"existing"marketing"channels"rather"than"
being"sold"through"separate"and"parallel"marketing"centers"at"the"VF"itself."
Based"on"this"study"about"vertical"farming,"the"author"has"arrived"to"the"
conclusion"that"vertical"farming"is"feasible"under"ecological"and"energy"
considerations,"but"the"economic"considerations"must"still"be"analyzed."The"
magnitude"of"the"startdup"costs"and"energy"consumed"by"the"hypothetical"
vertical"farm"is"a"major"barrier"and"perhaps"the"main"reason"why"we"are"not"
seeing"vertical"farms"everywhere."Instead"of"vertical"farms,"the"author"has"found"
that"there"are"some"commercial"facilities"within"urban"areas,"such"as"New"York"
or"Chicago,"that"use"supplemental"lighting"in"old,"reconfigured"warehouses."The"
author"thinks"that"we"are"still"far"from"achieving"profitable"results"with"the"use"
of"100%"supplemental"lighting"in"a"vertical"farm"facility."However,"highdtech"
greenhouses"and"CEA"(controlled"environmental"agriculture)"within"the"urban"
and"peridurban"environment"may"be"the"next"step"towards"a"more"efficient"way"
to"produce"food."
The"thesis"does"not"compare"the"price"or"nutritional"value"of"lettuce"grown"
conventionally"versus"the"price"of"lettuce"grown"in"the"hypothetical"vertical"farm,"
so"it"is"unknown"how"profitable"and"how"long"the"payback"of"the"initial"
investment"would"be,"which"is"huge"according"to"the"literature"review."Although"
the"purpose"of"this"thesis"was"not"to"generate"a"comparison"of"vertical"farm"to"
conventional"open"field"agriculture,"important"data"that"could"form"the"
foundation"for"such"comparison"were"generated."The"actual"carbon"footprint"of"
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the"conventional"farming"and"the"energy"in"form"of"fuel"embodied"are"two"of"the"
mains"factors"to"consider"when"comparing"it"with"vertical"farming."Both"the"
carbon"footprint"and"the"energy"needed"for"food"production"will"depend"on"the"
crop,"the"geography,"and"how"develop"is"the"country"where"is"growing"the"crop."
An"example"of"this"variation"is"stated"in"figure"5.1"when"comparing"the"
equivalent"carbon"footprint"per"capita"and"country,"where"develop"countries"
have"a"very"different"carbon"footprint"in"comparison"with"countries"under"
developed."
As"final"critique,"Professor"Albright"says"in"section"2.4.2"of"the"present"
thesis"that"he"doubts"we"are"so"short"of"land"that"we"need"to"go"further,"but"what"
the"author"believes"after"the"development"of"this"thesis"is"that"it"is"not"about"if"
we,"in"the"United"States,"are"short"of"land."There"are"places"in"the"world"that"are"
short"of"land,"or"water,"or"both,"but"they"have"energy,"such"as"Arab"countries"like"
Qatar"where"vertical"farming"could"be"a"valid"answer"to"food"shortage.""
On"the"other"hand,"as"mentioned"before,"after"seeing"the"magnitude"of"the"
numbers,"the"author"of"this"thesis"agrees"that"the"feasibility"of"the"vertical"farm"
as"a"substitute"of"mass"produced"lettuce"is"doubtful,"at"least"with"the"current"
state"of"art"of"technology,"and"that"in"fact,"now"is"better"to"invest"and"to"innovate"
in"greenhouses"with"aeroponic/hydroponic"system."
In"conclusion,"the"author"wants"to"remind"that"the"results"shown"can"be"
affected"and"in"fact"are"affected"by"the"assumptions,"the"limitations,"and"the"
delimitations,"see"chapter"1,"section"1.6,"1.7,"and"1.8"respectively.
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5.3 Recommendations"
In"this"last"section"of"the"thesis,"the"author"wanted"to"include"areas"of"
interest"for"further"research"and"future"investigation."
1. For"further"research"it"is"necessary"to"calculate"the"energy"required"for"
the"environmental"control"(as"dehumidifiers,"ventilation,"etc.)"and"for"
monitoring"and"services"of"the"vertical"farm."
2. "The"economic"cost"of"installation"of"these"environmental"control"devices"
and"costs"of"implementation"for"monitoring"&"services."As"well"as"the"
economic"costs"of"building"construction"and"land"purchasing"should"be"
studied."
3. For"further"research"the"author"recommends"to"focus"on"the"feasibility"of"
implementing"passive"initiatives"to"reduce"energy"and"water"
consumption,"such"as"a"passive"house"design"for"the"model."
4. Professor"Louis"Albright"makes"the"next"question,"what"is"the"carbon"
footprint"associated"with"obtaining"sufficient"light"to"grow"a"food"crop"
with"100%"supplemental"light?"The"author"of"the"present"study"has"
developed"an"estimation"in"the"amount"of"CO2"generated"that"can"give"a"
first"impression"of"carbon"footprint"and"impact"on"the"environment"from"
the"vertical"farm."It"is"obvious"that"all"human"activity"has"its"impact"on"the"
environment;"even"the"idea"of"vertical"farm"has"its"negative"face.""
A"comparison"of"methods"would"be"an"interesting"topic"for"further"
research."How"is"the"actual"footprint"of"the"conventional"farming?"And"is"
that"way"of"producing"food"sustainable"or"not?""
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5. As"mentioned"before,"in"the"thesis"there"are"several"loses"in"both"the"
seedling"process"and"the"distribution"chain"in"conventional"farming,"also"
long"distance"shipping"ages"the"product,"lowering"quality"when"it"finally"
reaches"the"customer"–"leading"to"more"customer"discard"and"waste.""The"
author"considers"that"it"would"be"necessary"for"more"accurate"
comparison"between"conventional"and"vertical"farming"to"study"the"
differences"in"those"processes."
6. A"costdbenefit"analysis"of"the"vertical"farm"systems"compared"with"a"costd
benefit"analysis"of"conventional"farming"would"be"the"best"way"to"analyze"
the"economical"feasibility"of"the"vertical"farm"methods."
7. The"author"recommends"to"closely"following"the"Japanese"experience"
because"Doctor"Takakura,"through"Doctor"Albright,"has"commented"that"
after"the"governmental"subsidies"end,"they"will"go"out"of"business."This"
information"reveals"that"the"plant"factories"(Japanese"vertical"farms)"do"
not"cover"their"costs"and"are"not"economically"feasible."This"experience"
should"be"used"to"examine"closely"similar"experiences"in"the"United"
States"as"well"as"other"countries"with"similar"project,"in"order"to"
determine"with"real"evidence"if"vertical"farms"are"economically"feasible."
8. After"the"developing"of"this"thesis,"the"author"has"learned"that"the"most"
important"aspect"of"research"is"to"formulate"the"right"questions."
"In"order"to"provide"guidance"for"future"research,"the"author"of"the"
present"thesis"suggests"the"following"questions"to"be"answered:""
(1)"Do"vertical"farms"have"an"advantage"over"local"CEA"greenhouses?;""
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(2)"Is"it"feasible"to"replace"mass"produced"(X"product)"outdoors,"in"
contrast"to"production"in"local"greenhouses?."
9. The"estimation"of"760"heads"of"lettuce"production"per"square"meter"taken"
from"Cornell"University"applies"only"with"the"raft"system"where"the"
plants"can"be"redspaced"in"two"directions."In"the"words"of"Professor"
Albright,"this"comes"back"to"the"question"of"how"a"structure"can"hold"the"
weight"of"the"ponds,"if"they"were"used.""It"also"raises"the"question"
whether"or"not"plants"can"be"redspaced"in"the"drums."A"very"useful"study"
would"be"to"estimate"the"real"productivity"of"the"drums"through"
experimentation,"so"the"numbers"of"production"of"lettuce"per"unit"or"area"
are"more"precise."
10. "Consider"in"future"research"the"cost"of"decontamination"of"the"
Brownfields,"if"these"were"contaminated,"in"order"to"increase"the"
willingness"of"the"people"to"become"customers"of"products"grown"there."
Also,"to"study"the"feasibility"of"vertical"farming"as"a"method"to"recover"
brownfields."
11. Consider"CO2"supplementation"to"save"perhaps"a"third"of"the"lighting."
The"author"did"not"list"CO2"as"an"input,"suggesting"it"will"not"be""
supplemented."It"means"that"CO2"will"be"needed"for"the"crop"unless"there"
is"sufficient"ventilation"using"outside"air."The"other"option"is"to"use""
air"conditioning"to"block"the"need"for"venting."If"this"is"the"case,"and"there"
is"little"air"leakage,"the"CO2"concentration"can"be"raised"(e.g.,"to"1500"pp"
for"example)"to"make"the"artificial"lighting"more"efficient."According"to"
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Professor"Albright"in"Cornell"University"they"have"data"to"suggest"the"
lighting"can"be"reduced"by"approximately"onedthird"if"this"is"done"in"a"
closed"facility."
12. Based"in"the"information"provided"by"Professor"Albright"the"author"
considers"that"it"is"needed"more"research"to"determine"what"spectrum"is"
more"or"less"desirable"for"plant"growth"than"other"spectra."
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Appendix"A:"map"of"suitable"location"for"a"vertical"farms"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
The"localities"more"suitable"to"locate"a"vertical"farm,"under"the"
parameters"stated,"are"(from"left"to"right"and"from"up"to"down)"Gary,"
Mishawaka,"Columbia"city,"Terre"Haute,"Brazil,"Anderson"and"Connersville."
"
"
"
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Appendix"B:"map"of"the"location"Hospitals"but"not"clinics"within"areas"of"
population"with"more"than"100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"C:"map"of"the"location"of"Brownfields"in"a"radius"of"two"kilometers"of"
Hospitals"but"not"clinics"and"within"areas"of"population"with"more"than"100"
people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"D:"map"of"the"location"of"all"the"schools"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"E:"map"of"the"location"of"Brownfields"in"a"radius"of"two"kilometers"of"
Hospitals"but"not"clinics"and"schools,"within"areas"of"population"with"more"than"
100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
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Appendix"F:"map"of"the"location"of"composting"facilities"within"areas"of"
population"with"more"than"100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"G:"map"of"the"location"of"Brownfields"in"a"radius"of"two"kilometers"of"
Hospitals"but"not"clinics,"schools,"and"composting"facilities,"within"areas"of"
population"with"more"than"100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
The"following"three"maps"show"the"initial"stages"of"the"present"study."The"
first"map"(Appendix"G)"is"the"selection"of"the"population"of"interest.""
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The"second"(Appendix"H)"is"the"map"with"the"Population"(Po)"and"all"the"
Brownfields"of"Indiana,"and"the"third"map"(Appendix"I)"displays"the"brownfield"
that"are"only"in"the"area"of"interest"(dark"blue)."
"
Appendix"H:"map"of"the"location"of"the"areas"of"population"with"more"than"100"
people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
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Appendix"I:"map"of"the"location"of"all"the"Brownfields"and"the"areas"of"
population"with"more"than"100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"J:"map"of"the"location"of"only"the"Brownfields"within"the"areas"of"
population"with"more"than"100"people"per"square"mile"in"the"State"of"Indiana.""
"
The"following"appendices"are"the"statistical"data"used"to"constrain"the"location"of"
the"vertical"farm."
Locate"young"population,"considered"by"the"author"of"the"present"study"of"age"
under"39."
"
"
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Appendix"K:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"under"five."From"K"to"the"T"
appendices,"the"x/axis"shows"the"total"of"people"of"that"group"of"age"and"the"
y/axis"the"percentage"of"counties"with"that"population."
"
Appendix"L:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"five"and"seventeen.""
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"M:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"eighteen"and"twentydone.""
"
Appendix"N:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"twentydtwo"and"twentydnine.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"O:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"thirty"and"thirtydnine.""
"
"
The"author"has"selected"the"groups"of"age"of"interest"from"the"layer"
‘morePo100k’,"which"is"the"layer"that"represents"areas"with"population"greater"
than"100.000"people."
From"O"to"the"S"appendices,"the"x/axis"shows"the"total"of"people"of"that"group"of"
age"and"the"y/axis"the"number"of"counties"with"that"population."
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"P:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"under"five"within"areas"of"population"
of"more"than"100,000"people."""
"
Appendix"Q:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"five"and"seventeen"within"
areas"of"population"of"more"than"100,000"people.""
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"R:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"eighteen"and"twentydone"
within"areas"of"population"of"more"than"100,000"people.""
"
"
Appendix"S:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"twentydtwo"and"twentydnine"
within"areas"of"population"of"more"than"100,000"people.""
"
"
"
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Appendix"T:"Statistics"of"population"of"age"between"thirty"and"thirtydnine"within"
areas"of"population"of"more"than"100,000"people.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"U:"Selection"by"attributes"of"the"groups"of"age"of"interest,"with"
statistical"considerations"(slightly"greater"than"the"mean"to"reduce"areas)"within"
the"areas"of"population"greater"than"100,000"people."
"
Selecting"from"under5"(babies"and"little"kids)"to"young"population"(in"age"
of"having"kids)"="until"39."After"seeing"the"numbers"and"statistics"the"author"
chose"those"values"because"are"the"higher"ones"and"doing"so"it"can"defined"more"
precisely"a"location"of"the"hypothetical"vertical"farm."
"
"
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Appendix"V:"Built"GIS"model"to"locate"the"most"optimal"location"for"the"vertical"
farm."
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"W:"First"part"of"the"model."
"
"
"
"
Select"the"population"by"attribute"as"we"have"seen"in"the"images"in"the"
page"before."
With"a"Population"of"more"than"100.000"people"and"being"young"with"children"
the"majority"the"author"selected"the"Brownfields"within"this"areas."
"
Appendix"X:"Second"part"of"the"model."
"
After"downloading"the"layers"necessary"to"continue"with"the"model."The"
author"selected"only"the"hospitals"from"the"Hospitals/Clinics"layer,"and"created"a"
new"layer"with"this"data."Then,"with"the"layer"created"in"the"1st"part"of"the"model"
the"author"used"the"tool"Clip"with"the"Brownfield"within"the"areas"of"Population"
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selected"and"also"WITH"Hospitals"that"serve"food"(distance"within"2km)."The"
same"tool"“Clip”"is"used"in"the"new"layer"created"in"the"very"anterior"step"to"
locate"Brownfields"within"2km"to"a"School"(to"provide"organic"and"healthy"food"
to"the"kids)","and"also"within"2km"to"a"Composting"Facility"(to"provide"of"biomass"
from"the"nondedible"parts"of"the"crops)."
"
Appendix"Y:"Third"part"of"the"model."
"
"
After"reducing"the"number"of"Brownfields"from"the"initial"789"to"32"
(FA2km)."
The"author"created"a"buffer"for"all"the"remaining"points"of"interest"(brownfields)"
of"10km"of"radius"to"select"the"ones"that"have"the"most"points/areas"around"
them"with"population"with"income"equal"or"greater"to"50.000$.""
"
"
"
"
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Appendix"Z:"Letters"to"panel"of"experts"(Louis"Albright,"Natalie"Carroll,"Cary"
Mitchell,"Vincent"Bralts)"
Hello"prof."Albright,""
"
My"name"is"Victor;"I"am"an"international"grad"student"from"Spain"finishing"my"
thesis"at"Purdue"University."
"
The"theme"of"my"thesis"is"a"proof"of"concept"of"the"vertical"farm,"in"terms"of"
energy"and"water"when"producing"lettuce,"in"a"peridurban"area"within"the"state"
of"Indiana."
"
As"I"advanced"in"the"development"of"my"thesis"I"have"been"working"with"prof."
Mitchell"and"prof."Bralts,"both"helped"me"with"very"useful"inputs."This"last"visit"
with"Doctor"Bralts,"encouraged"me"to"try"to"contact"you"since"I"am"using"for"the"
analysis"data"from"Cornell"University"that"was"specifically"from"you."
"
So,"the"reason"I"am"writing"to"you"is"to"ask"if"you"could"check/review"the"
analysis"of"my"thesis"and"tell"me"if"it"looks"correct,"makes"sense…¦"and"is"good"to"
go."As"part"of"my"analysis"I"considered"to"have"some"feedback"from"a"panel"of"
experts,"and"I"thought"of"you."If"you"do"not"have"the"time"to"do"so,"I"understand,"
but"in"that"case"I"would"appreciate"it"if"any"of"your"graduate/PhD"students"or"
teacher"assistants,"or"any"professor"or"person"with"knowledge"of"the"industry"
that"you"may"know"could"do"me"this"favor."
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I"am"attaching"just"the"analysis"chapter,"but"if"you"need"to"see"the"rest"tell"me."
I"have"some"doubts"about"the"estimations"of"energy"consumption"that"I"have"
done."
I"wrote"in"the"thesis"that"those"numbers"are"worst"case"scenario"and"very"
conservative"estimations."
"
Thank"you"very"much"for"your"time"and"any"help."
Appreciatively,"
Víctor"
ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"
Hello"prof."Carroll,""
"
As"we"were"talking"in"person"and"via"email"I"added"to"my"thesis"of"the"vertical"
farm"data"relevant"from"studies"made"by"prof."Albright"from"Cornell"University."
The"reason"I"am"rewriting"to"you"is"to"ask"you"if"you"could"check/review"the"
analysis"of"my"thesis"and"tell"me"if"looks"correct,"makes"sense…"and"is"good"to"go."
As"part"of"my"analysis"I"considered"to"have"some"feedback"from"a"panel"of"
experts,"and"I"thought"in"you"for"that."If"you"do"not"have"the"time"to"do"so,"I"
understand,"but"in"that"case"I"would"appreciate"if"any"of"your"grade"students"or"
teacher"assistants,"or"any"(professor"or"person"from"industry)"that"you"may"
know"that"could"do"me"that"favor."
"
"
"146!
I"already"talked"to"my"prof."Dyrenfurth"and"he"said"that"is"fine"if"people"from"my"
committee"are"also"part"of"my"panel"of"experts."
"
I"am"attaching"just"the"analysis"chapter,"but"if"you"need"to"see"the"rest"tell"me."
I"have"some"doubts"about"the"estimations"of"energy"consumption"that"I"have"
done."I"based"my"calculations"in"data"from"Cornell"University."
"
I"wrote"in"the"thesis"that"those"numbers"are"worst"case"scenario"and"very"
conservative"estimations."
Said"that,"I"wanted"to"thank"you"for"the"inputs"in"the"time"that"we"met,"and"also"
by"email."It"has"been"a"real"difference"in"quality"of"information"after"talking"to"
you."
Can"I"meet"you"in"your"office"at"any"hour"during"next"week"(or"whenever"you"
have"already"taken"a"look"to"the"analysis)?"I"am"available"all"the"mornings,"and"
afternoons,"except"Tuesday"and"Thursday"afternoons."
"
Thank"you"very"much"for"your"time"and"help,"
"Víctor"
ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"
Hello"prof.Mitchell,""
"
This"is"Victor,"from"Spain,"we"talked"in"person"in"your"office"and"via"email"also."I"
hope"everything"is"going"well"was"good"to"rest."
"147!
"
As"we"were"talking"in"person"and"via"email"I"added"to"my"thesis"of"the"vertical"
farm"data"relevant"from"studies"made"by"prof."Albright"from"Cornell"University."
The"reason"I"am"rewriting"to"you"is"to"ask"you"if"you"could"check/review"the"
analysis"of"my"thesis"and"tell"me"if"looks"correct,"makes"sense…"and"is"good"to"go."
As"part"of"my"analysis"I"considered"to"have"some"feedback"from"a"panel"of"
experts,"and"I"thought"in"you"for"that."If"you"do"not"have"the"time"to"do"so,"I"
understand,"but"in"that"case"I"would"appreciate"if"any"of"your"grade"students"or"
teacher"assistants,"or"any"(professor"or"person"from"industry)"that"you"may"
know"that"could"do"me"that"favor."
I"am"attaching"just"the"analysis"chapter,"but"if"you"need"to"see"the"rest"tell"me."
I"have"some"doubts"about"the"estimations"of"energy"consumption"that"I"have"
done."
I"based"my"calculations"in"data"from"Cornell"University,"specifically"from"prof."
Albright."
I"wrote"in"the"thesis"that"those"numbers"are"worst"case"scenario"and"very"
conservative"estimations."
"
Said"that,"I"wanted"to"thank"you"for"the"inputs"in"the"time"that"we"met,"and"also"
by"email."It"has"been"a"real"difference"in"quality"of"information"after"talking"to"
you."
"
"148!
Can"I"meet"you"in"your"office"at"any"hour"during"next"week"(or"when"you"have"
taken"a"look"to"the"analysis)?"I"am"available"all"the"mornings,"and"afternoons,"
except"Tuesday"and"Thursday"afternoons."
"
Thank"you"very"much"for"your"time"and"help,"
Víctor"
ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"ddddddddddd"
Hello"prof."Bralts,"
"
I"hope"the"weekend"was"good"to"rest."I"am"feeling"well,"I"will"see"you"in"class"on"
Wednesday"hopefully."
"
I"was"writing"to"you"as"we"talk"in"class"a"couple"weeks"ago."If"you"could"
check/review"the"analysis"of"my"thesis"and"tell"me"if"looks"corrects,"makes"
sense…"and"is"good"to"go."
"
I"am"attaching"just"the"analysis"chapter,"but"if"you"need"to"see"the"rest"tell"me."
"
I"have"some"doubts"about"the"estimations"of"energy"consumption"that"I"have"
done."I"based"my"calculations"in"data"from"Cornell"University,"specifically"from"
prof."Albright."
"
"149!
I"wrote"in"the"thesis"that"those"numbers"are"worst"case"scenario"and"very"
conservative"estimations."
"
Said"that,"I"wanted"to"comment"to"you"also"this."I"have"other"numbers"from"other"
source"(a"dissertation"from"Waterloo"University,"in"Canada),"that"gives"me"
numbers"very"different,"much"more"optimistic"in"both"productivity"(amount"and"
weight"of"the"lettuce)"and"also"in"less"electrical"consumption."
"
The"thing"is"that"I"have"been"comparing"these"two"estimations"and"see"what"
numbers"give"each"one."My"questions"are,"what"would"you"do?"I"mean,"should"I"
let"it"as"it"is"and"in"the"chapter"5"of"the"thesis"say"that"in"the"DISCUSSION"section?""
"
Can"I"meet"you"in"your"office"at"any"hour"during"this"week"(or"when"you"have"
taken"a"look"to"the"analysis)?"I"am"available"all"the"mornings"and"afternoons"
except"Tuesday"and"Thursday."
"
Thank"you,"
Víctor
